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Abstract
Let F be a filtration of a Cohen–Macaulay ring such that we can define its associated graded ring
G(F). We will give a suitable condition on F which enables us to estimate the depth of G(F). It
generalizes several known results on associated graded rings of ideals.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring with the maximal ideal m. We call a
family of ideals F = {Fn}n∈Z a filtration if
(i) Fn ⊇ Fn+1 for any n,
(ii) F0 = A and F1 = A, and
(iii) FmFn ⊆ Fm+n for any m,n.
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R(F) =
∑
n0
Fnt
n ⊆ A[t] and G(F) = R(F)/A =
⊕
n0
Fn/Fn+1,
where t is an indeterminate over A and A =∑n0 Fn+1tn. These algebras are called the
Rees algebra and the associated graded ring of F , respectively. We assume that F1 is not
contained in some minimal prime ideal p of A with dimA/p = d . Then dim R(F) = d + 1
and G(F) = d if R(F) is Noetherian (cf. [2, 2.2]). Furthermore, as is well known, a lot
of homological properties of R(F) can be characterized by the corresponding properties
of G(F) (cf. [2,6,12]) and investigation of G(F) is usually easier than that of R(F) (cf. [3,
7,11,13]). The purpose of this paper is to give suitable condition on F which enables us to
estimate the depth of G(F), assuming that A is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Our main result is
the following theorem, which has been already proved by Ghezzi [1, 2.1] in the case where
Fn = In for some ideal I of A. We denote by V(F1) the set of prime ideals containing F1.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring. Let  be a non-negative integer
and a0, a1, . . . , a be elements of A such that a0 = 0 and a1 ∈ Fk1, . . . , a ∈ Fk for some
positive integers k1  · · ·  k. For 0  i  , we set Ji = (a0, a1, . . . , ai)A and Ki =
k0 + k1 + · · · + ki , where k0 = 0. Moreover, taking a non-negative integer r , we set Ni =
Ki −K + r for 0 i  . Now we consider the following conditions:
(a) Fn =∑i=0 aiFn−ki for any n > r .
(b) If p ∈ V(F1) and htA p = i < , then FnAp = ∑ij=0 ajFn−kj Ap for any n >
max{0,Ni}.
(c) If 0 i <  and Ni < 0, then depth(A/Ji : F1)p  htA p − i for any p ∈ SpecA, and
ai /∈ q for any q ∈ AssA A/Ji−1 with F1  q provided i > 0.
(d) If 0 i <  and nNi , then depth(A/Fn)p min{htA p− i, − i} for any p ∈ V(F1).
If all of the conditions above are satisfied, then the depth of G(F) is at least
min
({d} ∪ {depthA/Fn + i | 0 i   and nNi}).
Conditions (a)–(d) of this theorem are closely related to those of [3, 1.1]. In fact, the
proof of Theorem 1.1 can be done by modifying the argument of [3] so that it works in
the filtration case. Although the statement of Theorem 1.1 is very complicated, we can
simplify it under specific situations. For example, as a very special case, we can prove the
following corollary.
Corollary 1.2. Let s = htA F1 > 0. Suppose that there exist elements a1 ∈ Fk1, . . . , as ∈ Fks
for some positive integers k1  · · ·  ks , which satisfy the following conditions for some
b ∈ F1:
(i) Fn =∑si=1 aiFn−ki + bFn−1 for any n 3.
(ii) If p ∈ AsshA A/F1, then FnAp =∑si=1 aiFn−kiAp for any n 2.
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Then, if A/F1 is (S1), we have depth G(F)min{depthA/F1 + s, depthA/F2 + s + 1}.
We get this corollary by setting  = s+1, as+1 = b, ks+1 = 1 and r = 2 in Theorem 1.1.
In fact, as Ns+1 = 2, Ns = 1 and Ni  0 for 0  i  s − 1, conditions (a)–(c) follow
immediately from (i)–(iii), respectively. Moreover, condition (d) requires only that A/F1
is (S1) in this case.
As an application of Corollary 1.2 we will give another proof to the theorem due to
Herzog and Ulrich [5] on self-linked curve singularities. Furthermore, in the subsequent
paper [9], we will apply Corollary 1.2 to show the Cohen–Macaulayness of the symbolic
Rees algebra of the ideal generated by the maximal minors of the matrix
(
x1 x2 x3 x4
x2 x3 x4 x5
)
,
where x1, x2, . . . , x5 is an sop for a 5-dimensional Gorenstein local ring.
Throughout this paper, (A,m) denotes a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with dimA = d
and F = {Fn}n∈Z is a filtration of A such that F1 is not contained in some minimal
prime ideal of dimension d . The set of p ∈ AssA A/F1 such that dimA/p = dimA/F1
is denoted by AsshA A/F1. For p ∈ V(F1), we denote by Fp the filtration {FnAp}n∈Z
of Ap. For a module U over a commutative ring S, we denote by HiB(U) the ith lo-
cal cohomology module of U with respect to an ideal B of S. When S is Z-graded
and U is a graded S-module, we express nth homogeneous component of U by Un
or [U ]n. We set a(G(F)) = max{n ∈ Z | [HdM(G(F))]n = 0}, where M is the graded
maximal ideal of G(F). Furthermore, for a graded G(F)-module U and i ∈ Z, we set
ai (U) = {n ∈ Z | [HiM(U)]n = 0}.
2. Proof of the main theorem
Let  0 be an integer and a0, a1, . . . , a be elements of A such that a0 = 0 and a1 ∈
Fk1, . . . , a ∈ Fk for some positive integers k1  · · ·  k. For 0  i  , we set Ji =
(a0, a1, . . . , ai)A and Ki = k0 + k1 + · · · + ki , where k0 = 0. Moreover, taking an integer
r  0, we set Ni = Ki − K + r for 0 i  . We say that {ai ∈ Fki }0i is an r-good
reduction system of F , if (a)–(d) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied. We assume this property
throughout this section. Our purpose is to prove that depth G(F) is at least
δ := min({d} ∪ {depthA/Fn + i | 0 i   and nNi}).
For the proof of this assertion, we need 12 lemmas. The key point is to reduce the problem
to the case htA F1 = 0 applying Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7.
We begin with the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let p ∈ V(F1), htA p  i   and Ni  0. Then {aj ∈ Fkj Ap}0ji is an
Ni -good reduction system of Fp.
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show the following assertions.
(a)′ FnB =∑ij=0 ajFn−kj B for any n >Ni .
(b)′ If P ∈ V(F1B) and htB P = j < i, then FnBP = ∑jα=0 aαFn−kαBP for any n >
max{0,Nj }.
(c)′ If 0  j < i and Nj < 0, then depth(B/JjB :B F1B)P  htB P − j for any P ∈
SpecB , and aj /∈ Q for any Q ∈ AssB B/Jj−1B with F1B  Q provided j > 0.
(d)′ If 0  j < i and n  Nj , then depth(B/FnB)P  min{htB P − j, i − j} for any
P ∈ V(F1B).
We get (a)′ and (b)′ from (b). (We need (a) when we prove (a)′ in the case where (i = ).)
Furthermore (c)′ and (d)′ can be easily deduced from (c) and (d), respectively. 
Lemma 2.2. Let  > 0. Then we may assume that a1, . . . , a is an F1-filter regular se-
quence, that is, for any 1 i  , ai /∈ p if F1  p ∈ AssA A/Ji−1.
Proof. Let 1  i  . If necessary, we will replace ai with a suitable element in Fki so
that conditions (a)–(d) are still satisfied for the same r and ai /∈ p for any p ∈ AssA A/Ji−1
with F1  p. Then, repeating this procedure, we get the required assertion. We note that
the modification stated below has no influence on Ni ’s.
If Ni < 0, we do not have to change ai . Let Ni  0. Then (c) is obviously satisfied
when we replace ai with any element in Fki , because (c) concerns with the part we do not
change. Furthermore condition (d) has nothing to do with elements a1, . . . , a, and so, as
far as we maintain the degrees, any replacement of these elements has no effect on validity
of (d). Now we choose an element x ∈ Fki+1 so that ai + x /∈ p for any p ∈ AssA A/Ji−1
with F1  p (cf. [8, Theorem 124]). Then the classes of aitki and (ai + x)tki in G(F) are
same. This implies that (a) and (b) are still satisfied when we replace ai with ai + x, and
the proof is completed. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that a1, . . . , a is an F1-filter regular sequence
when  > 0. We set s = htA F1. Condition (a) implies s  . Moreover, it is easy to see that
a1, . . . , as is an A-regular sequence when s > 0.
Lemma 2.3. Ns−1  0 if s > 0.
Proof. Let s > 0. Then by (d) depth(A/FNs−1)p min{htA p − s + 1,  − s + 1} > 0 for
any p ∈ V(F1), which is impossible when FNs−1 = A. Hence Ns−1  0. 
Lemma 2.4. Let 0 i   and Ni  0. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) htA([Ji :A F1] + F1) > i.
(2) depth(A/Ji)p  htA p − i for any p ∈ SpecA.
(3) If i < , then Ji :A ai+1 = Ji :A F1 and [Ji :A ai+1] ∩ F1 = Ji .
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[Ji : F1]Ap = Ap. This means Ji : F1  p.
(2) We prove by induction on i. It is obvious when i = 0. Let 0 < i  . We note
Ni−1 < 0 then take any q ∈ AssA A/Ji−1 : F1. Then htA q i − 1 since, using (c), we have
0 = depth(A/Ji−1 : F1)q  htA q − (i − 1). Hence F1  q by (1), and so ai /∈ q. Therefore
[Ji−1 : ai]Aq = [Ji−1 : F1]Aq = Ji−1Aq. Thus we get Ji−1 : ai = Ji−1 : F1, which implies
A/Ji−1 : F1 ∼= Ji/Ji−1. Now we take any p ∈ SpecA and consider the exact sequence 0 →
(A/Ji−1 : F1)p → (A/Ji−1)p → (A/Ji)p → 0. The inductive hypothesis and (c) imply
that both of depth(A/Ji−1)p and depth(A/Ji−1 : F1)p are at least htA p − i + 1, so we get
the required inequality.
(3) Let i < . Take any p ∈ AssA A/Ji : F1 ⊆ AssA A/Ji . Then htA p  i by (2), so
F1  p by (1). Hence ai+1 /∈ p. Therefore [Ji : ai+1]Ap = [Ji : F1]Ap = JiAp. Thus we
get Ji : ai+1 = Ji : F1.
Next we take any q ∈ AssA A/Ji . Again htA q  i. If F1 ⊆ q, we have F1Aq = JiAq
by (b). Otherwise, if F1  q, we have [Ji : ai+1]Aq = [Ji : F1]Aq = JiAq. In both cases, it
follows that [JiAq :Aq ai+1] ∩ F1Aq = JiAq. Thus we obtain [Ji : ai+1] ∩ F1 = Ji . 
Lemma 2.5. We have the following assertions.
(1) If p ∈ V(F1), 0  j  i <  and Ni < n  Ni+1, then depth(A/∑jα=0 aαFn−kα )p 
min{htA p − i, − i}.
(2) If 0 i <  and n >Ni , then [Ji :A ai+1] ∩ Fmax{1,n} =∑iα=0 aαFn−kα .
(3) If 0 i   and n >Ni , then Ji ∩ Fn =∑iα=0 aαFn−kα .
(4) If 0  j  i   and Ni < n  Ni+1, then depthA/
∑j
α=0 aαFn−kα  δ − i, where
N+1 = r + 1.
Proof. We prove by induction on . All of the assertions are obvious when  = 0. Let
 > 0. We assume that if the number of elements of the reduction system of a filtration is
less than , then the assertions corresponding to (1)–(4) are true. We denote∑jα=0 aαFn−kα
by I (j, n) for any 0 j   and n ∈ Z.
Proof of (1). Suppose that depth(A/I (j, n))p < min{htA p − i,  − i} for some p, j, i
and n satisfying the assumption of (1). We choose such p, j, i and n so that j + i is as
small as possible. Then, obviously j > 0. Let K be the kernel of the canonical surjection
A/I (j − 1, n) → A/I (j,n). We would like to prove the next:
Claim 1. depthAp Kp min{htA p − i + 1, − i + 1}.
Suppose that Claim 1 is true. The Depth Lemma applied to the exact sequence 0 →
Kp → (A/I (j − 1, n))p → (A/I (j, n))p → 0 gives depth(A/I (j, n))p  min{htA p − i,
− i} since the minimality of j + i implies depth(A/I (j − 1, n))p min{htA p− i, − i}.
However, this contradicts to our choice of p, j, i and n.
Proof of Claim 1. We observe that K ∼= Fn−kj /[I (j − 1, n) : aj ] ∩ Fn−kj and Nj−1 <
n− kj Ni since
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< n− kj Ni+1 − ki+1 = Ni.
Therefore Nq < n− kj Nq+1 for some j − 1 q < i.
First, let us assume that n−kj  0. Then Fn−kj = A, I (j − 1, n) = Jj−1 and Nj−1 < 0,
so K ∼= A/Jj−1 : F1 by (3) of Lemma 2.4. Hence we have depthAp Kp  htA p − j + 1
by (c), which yields the inequality of Claim 1. 
Next, we consider the case where n− kj > 0. We aim to prove the next claim.
Claim 2. [Jj−1 : aj ] ∩ Fn−kj = I (j − 1, n− kj ).
This equality implies K ∼= Fn−kj /I (j − 1, n− kj ), and therefore we again arrive at
the inequality of Claim 1 applying Depth Lemma to the exact sequence 0 → Kp →
(A/I (j − 1, n− kj ))p → (A/Fn−kj )p → 0 since, from the minimality of j + i and (d), it
follows that depth(A/I (j − 1, n− kj ))p min{htA p−q, −q} and depth(A/Fn−kj )p 
htA p − q − 1.
Proof of Claim 2. Let us take any q ∈ AssA A/I (j − 1, n− kj ). It is enough to show that
the equality holds when we localize at q. We first assume F1 ⊆ q. Then htA q q since 0 =
depth(A/I (j − 1, n− kj ))p min{htA q− q, − q} and − q > 0. Hence by Lemma 2.1
we see that {aα ∈ FkαAq}0αi is an Ni -good reduction system of Fq. Now we use the
inductive hypothesis on the number of elements of the reduction system of a filtration.
Because 0 j − 1 < i and n − kj > max{0,Nj−1}, by the assertion corresponding to (2)
we have [Jj−1Aq :Aq aj ] ∩ Fn−kj Aq = I (j − 1, n− kj )Aq.
Next we assume F1  q. Then q ∈ AssA A/Ji−1 as I (j − 1, n− kj )Aq = Jj−1Aq. This
means aj /∈ q, and so [Jj−1Aq :Aq aj ] ∩ Fn−kj Aq = Jj−1Aq. Therefore we get Claim 2
and the proof of (1) is completed. 
Proof of (2) in the case Ni < n Ni+1. By (3) of Lemma 2.4 we may assume n > 0. Take
any p ∈ AssA A/I (i, n). Suppose F1 ⊆ p. Then htA p  i since 0 = depth(A/I (i, n))p 
min{htA p − i,  − i} by (1) and  − i > 0; then, by (b) we have FnAp = I (i, n)Ap as
n > max{0,Ni}. Hence it follows that [JiAp :Ap ai+1]∩FnAp = I (i, n), which holds even
if F1  p since ai+1 /∈ p in that case. Therefore we get the equality of (2). 
Proof of (3). Suppose Ji ∩Fn = I (i, n) for some 0 i   and n >Ni . We choose such i
and n so that i − n is as large as possible. Then n > 0 and i <  by (a). If n  Ni+1, we
have Ji ∩Fn ⊆ [Ji : ai+1]∩Fn = I (i, n), which contradicts to our choice of i and n. Hence
n >Ni+1. Now we have
Ji ∩ Fn = Ji ∩ Ji+1 ∩ Fn
= Ji ∩ I (i + 1, n) (by the maximality of i − n)
= I (i, n)+ ai+1([Ji : ai+1] ∩ Fn−ki+1).
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quently n− ki+1 > 0. Moreover, Ni = Ni+1 − ki+1 < n− ki+1. Hence we have
[Ji : ai+1] ∩ Fn−ki+1 = [Ji : ai+1] ∩ Fmax{1,Ni+1} ∩ Fn−ki+1 ⊆ Ji ∩ Fn−ki+1
= I (i, n− ki+1) (by the maximality of i − n).
Then, as ai+1 · I (i, n− ki+1) ⊆ I (i, n), we get Ji ∩ Fn = I (i, n), which contradicts to our
choice of i and n. 
Proof of (2) in the case n > Ni+1. Let n >Ni+1. Then we have
[Ji : ai+1] ∩ Fmax{1,n} = [Ji : ai+1] ∩ Fmax{1,Ni+1} ∩ Fmax{1,n} ⊆ Ji ∩ Fmax{1,n}
= I (i, n). 
Proof of (4). Suppose depthA/I (j,n) < δ − i for some j , i and n satisfying the assump-
tion of (4). We choose such j , i and n so that j + i is as small as possible. Obviously j > 0.
Let K be the kernel of the canonical surjection A/I (j − 1, n) → A/I (j,n). It is easy to
see that K ∼= Fn−kj /[I (j − 1, n) : aj ] ∩ Fn−kj . We aim to prove the next claim.
Claim 3. depthA K  δ − i + 1.
If this is true, applying Depth Lemma to the exact sequence 0 → K → A/I (j − 1, n) →
A/I (j,n) → 0, we get depthA/I (j,n) δ − i since depthA/I (j − 1, n) δ − i by the
minimality of j + i. However, this contradicts to our choice of j , i and n.
Proof of Claim 3. Let n − kj  0. Then I (j − 1, n) = Jj−1 and Nj−1 < 0, so K ∼=
A/[Jj−1 : F1] by (3) of Lemma 2.4. Hence by (c) we have depthA K  d − j + 1 
δ − i + 1. Next we assume n − kj > 0. Then by (2) we have [I (j − 1, n) : aj ] ∩
Fn−kj ⊆ [Jj−1 : aj ] ∩ Fn−kj = I (j − 1, n− kj ), so we get the exact sequence 0 →
K → A/I (j − 1, n− kj ) → A/Fn−kj → 0. Take q so that Nq < n − kj  Nq+1. Then
j − 1  q < i, which holds even if i =  since we are setting N+1 = N + 1. Hence we
have depthA/I (j − 1, n− kj ) δ − q  δ − i + 1 by minimality of j + i. Moreover, by
the definition of δ, we see depthA/Fn−kj  δ − q − 1 δ − i. Therefore, applying Depth
Lemma to the exact sequence above, we get Claim 3. Thus we have completed the proof
of Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.6. Let s > 0. We set B = A/a1A and H= {FnB}n∈Z. We denote by bi the class
of ai+1 in B for 0 i  − 1. Moreover, we put m0 = 0 and mi = ki+1 for 1 i  − 1.
Then we have the following assertions.
(1) B is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with dimB = d − 1 and H is a filtration of B with
htB F1B = s − 1.
(2) {bi ∈ FmiB}0i−1 is an r-good reduction system of H.
(3) If the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is true for H, then it is true for F , too.
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(2) We set K ′i = m0 + m1 + · · · + mi , N ′i = K ′i − K ′−1 + r and J ′i = (b0, b1, . . . , bi)B
for 0 i  − 1. We have to show the following:
(a)′ FnB =∑−1i=0 biFn−miB for any n > r .
(b)′ If P ∈ V(F1B) and htB P = i <  − 1, then FnBP =∑ij=0 bjFn−mjBP for any n >
max{0,N ′i }.
(c)′ If 0  i <  − 1 and N ′i < 0, then depth(B/J ′i : F1B)P  htB P − i for any P ∈
SpecB , and bi /∈ Q for any Q ∈ AssB B/J ′i−1 with F1B  Q provided i > 0.
(d)′ If 0  i   − 1 and n  N ′i , then depth(B/FnB)P  min{htB P − i,  − 1 − i} for
any P ∈ V(F1B).
We get (a)′ directly from (a). Let P ∈ SpecB and p = P ∩ A. Then BP = Ap/a1Ap
and htA p = dimA − dimA/p = dimB + 1 − dimB/P = htB P + 1. On the other hand,
N ′i = Ni+1 and J ′i = Ji+1B . Hence (b)′ and (c)′ follows from (b) and (c), respectively.
Because N1 − k1 = N0  Ns−1  0 by Lemma 2.3, we have N1  k1, and so by (3) of
Lemma 2.5 we see that a1A ∩ Fn = a1Fn−k1 for any n. This implies that the kernel of the
canonical surjection A/Fn → B/FnB is isomorphic to A/Fn−k1 . Now, let 0  i   − 1
and nN ′i . Then nNi+1 and n−k1 Ni . We take any P ∈ V(F1B) and put p = P ∩A.
Because htB P = htA p − 1, by (d) we have depth(A/Fn)p  min{htB P − i,  − 1 − i}
and depth(A/Fn−k1)p  min{htB P − i + 1,  − i}. Therefore, applying Depth Lemma
to the exact sequence 0 → (A/Fn−k1)p → (A/Fn)p → (B/FnB)P → 0, we see that
depth(B/FnB)P min{htB P − i, − 1 − i}. Thus we get (d)′.
(3) Because a1A ∩ Fn = a1Fn−k1 for any n, a1t is G(F)-regular (cf. [13] and [11,
Proposition 2.7]), and so depth G(F) = depth G(H) + 1. Therefore it is enough to show
that, for any 0  i   − 1 and n  N ′i , there exist 0  j   and m  Nj such that
depthB/FnB + i + 1 depthA/Fm + j . This assertion is obvious when depthB/FnB 
depthA/Fn (put j = i + 1 and m = n). Suppose depthB/FnB < depthA/Fn. Then, ap-
plying Depth Lemma to the exact sequence 0 → A/Fn−k1 → A/Fn → B/FnB → 0,
we have depthB/FnB + 1 = depthA/Fn−k1 . Hence we get the required assertion since
n− k1 Ni . 
Lemma 2.7. Let s = 0, F1 = 0 and N0 < 0. We set B = A/0 :A F1 and H = {FnB}n∈Z.
Moreover, we denote by bi the class of ai in B for 0 i  . Then we have the following
assertions.
(1) B is a Cohen–Macaulay local ring with dimB = d and H is a filtration of B with
htB F1B > 0.
(2) {bi ∈ FkiB}0i is an r-good reduction system of H.
(3) If the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is true for H, then it is true for F , too.
Proof. (1) As F1 = 0, we have 0 : F1 = A. Hence B = 0 and B is a d-dimensional Cohen–
Macaulay local ring by (c). We get htB F1B > 0 by (1) of Lemma 2.4.
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(a)′ FnB =∑i=0 biFn−kiB for any n > r .
(b)′ If P ∈ V(F1B) and htB P = i < , then FnBP = ∑ij=0 bjFn−kj BP for any n >
max{0,Ni}.
(c)′ If 0 i <  and Ni < 0, then depth(B/JiB :B F1B)P  htB P − i for any P ∈ SpecB ,
and bi /∈ Q for any Q ∈ AssB B/Ji−1B with F1B  Q provided i > 0.
(d)′ If 0 i   and n Ni , then depth(B/FnB)P min{htB P − i,  − i} for any P ∈
V(F1B).
We get (a)′ directly from (a).
Let P ∈ SpecB and p = P ∩ A. Then BP = Ap/0 : F1Ap and htA p = dimA −
dimA/p = dimB − dimB/P = htB P . Hence (b)′ follows from (b).
Suppose that the class of x ∈ A in B is contained in JiB : F1B for some 0  i  .
Then F1x ⊆ (Ji + [0 : F1]) ∩ F1 = Ji + ([0 : F1] ∩ F1) = Ji as [0 : F1] ∩ F1 = 0 by (3)
of Lemma 2.4, and so x ∈ Ji : F1. Consequently A/Ji : F1 ∼= B/JiB : F1B . Hence we get
the first assertion of (c)′. Next we take any Q ∈ AssB B/Ji−1B with F1B  Q, where 0 <
i  . We set q = Q∩A  F1. Then (B/Ji−1B)Q = (A/Ji−1)q, and so q ∈ AssA A/Ji−1.
Therefore we get the second assertion of (c)′.
In order to prove the inequality of (d)′, it is enough to consider only the case where
n > 0. In particular, we may assume i > 0 as N0 < 0. Let n  Ni and n > 0. Then the
kernel of the canonical surjection A/Fn → B/FnB is isomorphic to 0 : F1, so we have
an exact sequence 0 → [0 : F1]p → (A/Fn)p → (B/FnB)P → 0, where P ∈ V(F1B)
and p = P ∩ A. Because 0 : F1 is a maximal Cohen–Macaulay A-module, we have that
depthAp[0 : F1]p = htA p. Moreover, we have depth(A/Fn)p  min{htA p − i,  − i} by(d). Hence we get the required estimation on depth(B/FnB)P as i > 0.
(3) Let ϕ : G(F) → G(H) be the homomorphism induced from the canonical sur-
jection A → B . Because [0 : F1] ∩ F1 = 0, we see that the kernel of ϕ is concen-
trated in degree 0 and is isomorphic to 0 : F1. Hence we have an exact sequence
0 → 0 : F1 → G(F) → G(H) → 0. Applying Depth Lemma to this exact sequence, we
get depth G(F)  depth G(H). Therefore, in order to prove (3), it is enough to show
depthB/FnB + i  min{d,depthA/Fn + i} for any 1  i   and n  Ni . For this pur-
pose, we may assume depthB/FnB  d − 2. Then, applying Depth Lemma to the exact
sequence 0 → 0 : F1 → A/Fn → B/FnB → 0, we see depthA/Fn = depthB/FnB . Thus
we get the required inequality and the proof is completed. 
Theorem 1.1 holds obviously if F1 = 0. Hence, applying Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 succes-
sively, we can reduce the proof to the case where s = 0 and N0  0. So, in the rest of this
section, we always assume them. We denote G(F) simply by G. Moreover, for 0 i  ,
we set G(i) = G/(a0tk0, a1tk1 , . . . , ai tki )G and U(i) = G(i)>Ni =
⊕
n>Ni
[G(i)]n. Because
N0  0, it follows that if 0 i   and n > Ni , then n − kα > 0 for any 0 α  i. Hence
[G(i)]n ∼= Fn/Fn+1 +∑iα=0 aαFn−kα for any 0 i   and n >Ni .
Lemma 2.8. If i < , then ai+1tki+1 is U(i)-regular.
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in (a0tk0, a1tk1, . . . , ai tki )G. Then ai+1x ∈ Ji+1 ∩ (Ji + Fn+ki+1+1) = Ji + (Ji+1 ∩
Fn+ki+1+1). Because n + ki+1 > Ni + ki+1 = Ni+1, we have Ji+1 ∩ Fn+ki+1+1 =∑i+1
α=0 aαFn+ki+1+1−kα by (3) of Lemma 2.5. Hence ai+1x ∈ Ji + ai+1Fn+1, and so there
exists y ∈ Fn+1 such that ai+1(x−y) ∈ Ji . Then x−y ∈ [Ji : ai+1]∩Fn =∑iα=0 aαFn−kα
by (2) of Lemma 2.5. Consequently, x ∈ Fn+1 +∑iα=0 aαFn−kα , which means the class of
xtn in G(i) is zero. Thus we get the required assertion. 
Now we set V (i) = U(i)/ai+1tki+1 · U(i) for 0  i < . Of course, V (i)>Ni+1 = U(i+1).
We denote by W(i) the cokernel of the canonical inclusion U(i+1) ↪→ V (i). Then we have
[W(i)]n = [U(i)]n for Ni < nNi+1, and if n is not in this period, we have [W(i)]n = 0.
Lemma 2.9. If 0 i < , we have
depthA
[
W(i)
]
n

{
δ − i − 1 (Ni < n <Ni+1),
δ − i − 2 (n = Ni+1).
Proof. Let Ni < nNi+1. Then depthA/Fn  δ − i − 1 by definition of δ. Furthermore,
we have depthA/I (i, n)  δ − i by (4) of Lemma 2.5, where I (i, n) =∑iα=0 aαFn−kα .
Hence depthA Fn/I (i, n)  δ − i. Now, let K be the kernel of the canonical surjec-
tion Fn/I (i, n) → [W(i)]n. Then K ∼= Fn+1/Fn+1 ∩ I (i, n) = Fn+1/I (i, n+ 1) by (3) of
Lemma 2.5, and so
depthA K 
{
δ − i (n < Ni+1),
δ − i − 1 (n = Ni+1),
since we have
depthA/Fn+1 
{
δ − i − 1 (n < Ni+1),
δ − i − 2 (n = Ni+1)
and
depthA/I (i, n+ 1)
{
δ − i (n < Ni+1),
δ − i − 1 (n = Ni+1)
by definition of δ and (4) of Lemma 2.5. Thus we get the required estimation on
depthA[W(i)]n applying Depth Lemma to the exact sequence 0 → K → Fn/I (i, n) →
[W(i)]n → 0. 
Lemma 2.10. Let 0 i  . Then aj (U(i))Ni for any j ∈ Z.
Proof. We prove by descending induction on i. As U() = 0, the assertion is obvi-
ous when i = . Suppose 0  i <  and aj (U(i+1))  Ni+1 for any j ∈ Z. The exact
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quence HjM(U
(i+1)) → HjM(V (i)) → HjM(W(i)) for any j ∈ Z, where M = mG + G+.
By the hypothesis of induction [HjM(U(i+1))]n = 0 for any n > Ni+1. On the other
hand, [HjM(W(i))]n = 0, otherwise Ni < n  Ni+1. Hence aj (V (i))  Ni+1 for any
j ∈ Z. Now we look at the exact sequence 0 → U(i)(−ki+1) ai+1t
ki+1−−−−−−→ U(i) → V (i) → 0,
which yields an exact sequence [Hj−1M (V (i))]n+ki+1 → [HjM(U(i))]n → [HjM(U(i))]n+ki+1
for any j and n. If n > Ni , then n + ki+1 > Ni+1, and so [HjM(U(i))]n is embed-
ded in [HjM(U(i))]n+ki+1 . This means [HjM(U(i))]n = 0 for any n > Ni . Thus we get
aj (U
(i))Ni for any j ∈ Z. 
In particular, as a consequence of Lemma 2.10, we have aj (U(0))N0 for any j ∈ Z.
This implies the following.
Lemma 2.11. aj (G)N0 for any j ∈ Z.
Now we set m = depthG and N = am(G). We want to show m δ. For this purpose,
we assume m< δ and aim to deduce a contradiction.
Lemma 2.12 (cf. [10, 3.1]). If m< d , then N <N0.
Proof. Let us assume m < d . We put R = R(F). By the similar argument of the proof of
[2, (1.1) of Part II], we can deduce depthR = m+ 1 from [6, 3.10]. Let A =∑n0 Fn+1tn
and B be the graded maximal ideal of R. From the exact sequence 0 → A → R → G → 0,
we get the exact sequence
0 → HmB(G) → Hm+1B (A) → Hm+1B (R) → Hm+1B (G). (#)
Suppose N  am+1(G). Then, for any n > N , we have [Hm+1B (A)]n ∼= [Hm+1B (R)]n.
On the other hand, from the exact sequence 0 → A(−1) → R → A → 0, we see that
[Hm+1B (A)]n can be embedded in [Hm+1B (R)]n+1 for any n ∈ Z. Hence we have an inclu-
sion [Hm+1B (R)]n ↪→ [Hm+1B (R)]n+1 for any n > N . This means [Hm+1B (R)]N+1 = 0, and
so [Hm+1B (A)]N = 0. Thus we get [HmB(G)]N = 0 from (#). However, this contradicts to
the definition of am(G). Therefore N < am+1(G), and so N <N0 by Lemma 2.11. 
Lemma 2.13. If m< δ, we have depthG U(i) = m− i and am−i (U(i)) = N +Ki .
Proof. We prove by induction on i. At first, let us consider the case where i = 0. Let C
be the cokernel of the canonical inclusion U(0) → G. Then depthG C min{depthA/Fn |
1  n  N0 + 1}. By definition of δ, we have depthA/Fn  δ for any 1  n  N0 and
depthA/FN0+1  δ − 1. Hence depthG C  δ − 1  m. Then, from the exact sequence
0 → U(0) → G → C → 0, we get depthG U(0)  m and am(U(0))  N . Moreover, it in-
duces an exact sequence 0 → [HmM(U(0))]N → [HmM(G)]N → Hmm(FN/FN+1). Because
N <N0 by Lemma 2.12, we have depthA FN/FN+1  δ > m, and so Hmm(FN/FN+1) = 0.
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am(U
(0)) = N .
Now let 0  i < . We assume depthG U(i) = m − i and am−i (U(i)) = N + Ki .
By Lemma 2.8, we have m − i > 0 and depthG V (i) = m − i − 1. Moreover, the
exact sequence 0 → U(i)(−ki+1) ai+1t
ki+1−−−−−−→ U(i) → V (i) → 0 yields an exact sequence
0 → [Hm−i−1M (V (i))]n → [Hm−iM (U(i))]n−ki+1 → [Hm−iM (U(i))]n for any n ∈ Z. If n >
N + Ki+1, then n − ki+1 > N + Ki , and so [Hm−iM (U(i))]n−ki+1 = 0. This implies
am−i−1(V (i))  N + Ki+1. On the other hand, as N + Ki+1 > N + Ki , we have
[Hm−iM (U(i))]N+Ki+1 = 0, and so, setting n = N + Ki+1 in the exact sequence above,
we get [Hm−i−1M (V (i))]N+Ki+1 ∼= [Hm−iM (U(i))]N+Ki = 0. Therefore am−i−1(V (i)) = N +
Ki+1. Now we look at the exact sequence 0 → U(i+1) → V (i) → W(i) → 0. Because
depthG W(i)  δ − i − 2  m − i − 1 by Lemma 2.9, we derive that depthG U(i+1) 
m − i − 1 and am−i−1(U(i+1))  N + Ki+1. Furthermore, we have an exact sequence
0 → [Hm−i−1M (U(i+1))]N+Ki+1 → [Hm−i−1M (V (i))]N+Ki+1 → Hm−i−1m ([W(i)]N+Ki+1). Be-
cause N + Ki+1 < N0 + Ki+1 = Ni+1 and m − i − 1 < δ − i − 1, we have, by
Lemma 2.9, that Hm−i−1m ([W(i)]N+Ki+1) = 0. Consequently [Hm−i−1M (U(i+1))]N+Ki+1 ∼=
[Hm−i−1M (V (i))]N+Ki+1 = 0. Thus we get depthG U(i+1) = m−i−1 and am−i−1(U(i+1)) =
N +Ki+1, and the proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose m < δ. Then by Lemma 2.13 we have depthG U() =
m −  and am−(U()) = N + K, which means [Hm−M (U())]N+K = 0. However, this is
impossible since U() = 0 by (a). Therefore we get the required inequality m δ. 
3. Application
In this section, as an application of our result, we will give another proof to the result
due to Herzog and Ulrich [5] on self-linked curve singularities.
Theorem 3.1. Let (A,m) be a 3-dimensional regular local ring and p be the prime ideal
of A generated by the maximal minors of the matrix
(
Xα Yβ
′
Zγ
′
Yβ Zγ Xα
′
)
,
where X,Y,Z is a regular system of parameters for A and α,β, γ,α′, β ′, γ ′ are positive
integers. Let us assume α  α′, β  β ′ and γ  γ ′. Then the subalgebra A[pt,p(2)t2] of
the symbolic Rees algebra Rs(p) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring.
Proof. We set a = Zγ+γ ′ − Xα′Yβ ′ , b = Xα+α′ − YβZγ ′ , and c = Yβ+β ′ − XαZγ . Then
p = (a, b, c)A and
Xαa + Yβ ′b +Zγ ′c = 0. (1)
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Xα
′
d = Zγ ′−γ ac − Yβ ′−βb2, (2)
Zγ d = Xα′−αYβ ′−βbc − a2. (3)
Now we set
Fn =
∑
i+2j=n
djpi (i and j run over non-negative integers)
for any n > 0 and Fn = A for n  0. Then R(F) = A[pt, dt2] = A[pt,p(2)t2]. Because
p2 = (b, c)p + a2A and (3) implies a2 ∈ (d, bc)A, we have p2 ⊆ (b, c)p + dA. Hence we
get the following.
Claim 1. Fn = dFn−2 + cFn−1 + bFn−1 for any n 2.
As X /∈ p, we have a ∈ (b, c)Ap by (1), and so p2Ap = cpAp + b2Ap. On the other
hand, (2) means b2 ∈ cpAp + dAp as Y /∈ p. Consequently, p2Ap ⊆ cpAp + dAp. This
implies the next
Claim 2. FnAp = dFn−2Ap + cFn−1Ap for any n 2.
Because Zγ d ≡ −Z2γ+2γ ′ mod (c,X) by (3) and c,X,Z is an A-regular sequence, we
have d + Zγ+2γ ′ ∈ (c,X), and so (d, c,X) is m-primary as c ≡ Yβ+β ′ mod (X). Hence
d, c is an ssop for A. This means the next
Claim 3. d, c is an A-regular sequence.
Therefore, by Corollary 1.2, depth G(F) = min{depthA/p + 2, depthA/p(2) + 3} = 3.
We have a(G(F))−2 by [9, 1.2]. Hence it follows that R(F) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring
by [2, (1.2), p. 74], and the proof is completed. 
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